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INTRODUCTION
When most people think of the Dark Net, they think of crime, fraud, illegal online activ-

ities and terrorism. But what really is the Dark Net? Why is it appealing to internet-savvy 
terrorists?  How can we counter this new age of terrorism? Perhaps most crucially, is the 
Dark Net all Dark?

Think of the Internet as a huge iceberg. The tip of the iceberg, which most people can 
see, is the Surface Web that has been crawled and indexed, and is thus searchable by stan-
dard search engines such as Google or Bing via a regular web browser. But the majority of 
the Internet lies below the metaphorical waterline, unsearchable and inaccessible to the 
general public. These hidden parts of the internet are known as the Deep Web. The Deep 
Web is approximately 400-500 times more massive than the Surface Web.1  

The deepest layers of the Deep Web, a segment known as the Dark Net, contains con-
tent that has been intentionally concealed including illegal and anti-social information. The 
Dark Net can be defined as the portion of the Deep Web that can only be accessed through 
specialized browsers (like the Tor browser). A recent study found that 57% of the Dark Net 
is occupied by illegal content like pornography, illicit finances, drug hubs, weapons traffick-
ing, counterfeit currency, terrorist communication, and much more.2   

Probably the most notorious example of these Dark Net activities can be seen in The 
Silk Road. In October 2013, the FBI shut down the first version of this drug market and 
arrested its owner Ross William Ulbricht. Since the arrest of Ulbricht in 2013, dozens of Silk 
Road replacements have sprung up in Medusa-like fashion as hidden services deployed on 
the Dark Net. The Dark Net has been associated with the infamous WikiLeaks, as well as 
Bitcoin, said to be the currency of the Dark Net. Of course, dissident political groups, civil 
rights activists and investigative journalists in oppressive countries have also been known 
to use the Dark Net to communicate and organize clandestinely. 

Terrorists, too, have revealed the advantages of the Dark Net and started using its secre-
tive platforms. Although it has long been assumed that terrorist attacks are coordinated in a 
secret network, solid evidence of terrorist use of Dark Net platforms has only been attained 
in 2013. In August 2013, the U.S. National Security Agency (NSA) intercepted encrypted 
communications between al-Qaeda leader Ayman Al-Zawahiri and Nasir Al-Wuhaysi, the 
head of Yemen-based al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula. The Institute for National Securi-
ty Studies revealed that, for about a decade, the communication between leaders of the 
worldwide al-Qaeda network was at least partially leveraged on the Dark Net.3   
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If so motivated, any internet user can visit the Dark Net. Individuals 
can access the Dark Net by using special software such as Tor (short for 
The Onion Router) or I2P (Invisible internet Project). Tor was initially cre-
ated by the U.S. Naval Research Laboratory as a tool for anonymously 
communicating online. It relies on a network of volunteer computers 
to route users’ Web traffic through a series of other users’ computers 
so that the traffic cannot be traced to the original user. Some develop-
ers have created tools—such as Tor2- web—that allow individuals to 
access Tor-hosted content without downloading and installing the Tor 
software. 

However, tracking visitors - and content producers – is trickier than 
on the mainstream internet. In most cases, a visitor to a .onion site, 
more commonly known as a Dark Net site, will not know the identi-
ty of the host, nor will the host know the identity of the visitor. This 
is very different from the mainstream internet, where sites are often 
associated with a company or location and visitors are often identified 
and monitored through sundry tracking technologies such as cookies, 
account registrations, Flash cookies, IP addresses, and geolocation. In 
the mainstream internet, there is a clear trail – not so on the Dark Net, 
where anonymity reigns.

Not all Dark Net sites use Tor, but the principle remains the same. 
The visitor has to use the same encryption tool as the site and—cru-
cially—know where to find the site, in order to type in the Uniform Re-
source Locator (URL) and visit. Once on the Dark Net, users often nav-
igate it through directories such as the “Hidden Wiki,” which organizes 
sites by category, similar to Wikipedia. In the Dark Net, individuals may 
communicate through means such as secure e-mail, Web chats, or per-
sonal messaging hosted on Tor.4  

ACCESSING 
THE
DARK NET



TERRORIST INTEREST IN THE DARK NET

Terrorists have been active on various online platforms since the late 1990s.5 The 
Surface Web, however, was revealed to be too risky for anonymity-seeking terrorists: 
they could be monitored, traced and found. Many of the terrorist websites and social 
media on the Surface Web are monitored by counter-terrorism agencies and are often 
shut down or hacked. In contrast, on the Dark Net, decentralized and anonymous net-
works aid in evading arrest and the closure of these terrorist platforms. “ISIS’s activities 
on the Surface Web are now being monitored closely, and the decision by a number of 
governments to take down or filter extremist content has forced the jihadists to look for 
new online safe havens,” Beatrice Berton of the European Union Institute for Security 
Studies wrote in her report on ISIS’s use of the Dark Net.6   

Following the attacks in Paris in November 2015, ISIS has turned to the Dark Net 
to spread news and propaganda in an apparent attempt to protect the identities of the 
group’s supporters and safeguard its content from hacktivists. The move comes after 
hundreds of websites associated with ISIS were taken down as part of the Operation 
Paris (OpParis) campaign launched by the amorphous hacker collective Anonymous. 
ISIS’s media outlet, Al-Hayat Media Center, posted a link and explanations on how to 
get to their new Dark Net site on a forum associated with ISIS.

In April 2018 a report, entitled “Terror in the Dark”, summarizes the findings of 
a study conducted by the Henry Jackson Society, revealing the growing use of the 
Dark Net by terrorist groups.7  The findings illustrate how terrorists and extremists are 
creating growing numbers of safe havens on the Dark Net to plot future attacks, raise 
funds and recruit new followers. This report highlights the following uses of the Dark 
Net for terrorist purposes:

1. Terrorists use the Dark Net to hide: The monitoring of the surface web by social media 
companies and security officials has resulted in a faster rate of removal of extremist 
content from social media platforms. Correlated with this is an increased use by ter-
rorist networks of the Dark Net for communication, radicalization and planning attacks.

2. Terrorists use the Dark Net for recruitment: While initial contact can be made on 
surface web platforms, further instructions are often given on end-to-end encryption 
apps such as Telegram on how to access jihadist websites on the Dark Net.

3. Terrorists use the Dark Net as a reservoir of propaganda: The removal of extremist 
and terrorist content from the surface web increases the risk that material of terrorist 
organizations may be lost. Much of this material later resurfaces on the Dark Net.

4. Terrorists use virtual currencies to evade detection and to fundraise: Terrorists, like 
criminals, use cryptocurrency because it provides the same form of anonymity in the 
financial setting as encryption does for communication systems.

In the last two years, I have monitored the emergence of terrorists on the Dark 
Net. My early findings revealed indications of the growing terrorist interest in the dark 
online platforms.8 However, over time, monitoring of online terrorism added new in-
dications, new findings and new trends of terrorist presence in the Dark Net. Let me 
review some of these findings and trends.



A simple description of what terror-
ists do on the Dark Net would be, “more 
of the same but more secretly.” Howev-
er, that is only partially true. Terrorists are 
using the Dark Net as they have been us-
ing the Surface Web for several decades, 
but there are also new opportunities of-
fered now to cyber-savvy operatives. Ter-
rorists have used the “open” internet to 
provide information to fellow terrorists, 
to recruit and radicalize, to spread propa-
ganda, to raise funds, and to coordinate 
actions and attacks. Some of this activity, 
however, has now shifted to deeper lay-
ers of the internet. Terrorist propaganda 
material, for example, is now stowed in 
the Dark Net.

Terrorists are now using the Dark 
Net to communicate in safer ways than 
ever before. In March 2016, the French 
Interior Minister, Bernard Cazeneuve 
argued that the Dark Net is extensively 
being used by the terrorists. In a meet-
ing of the National Assembly, he said 
that those who have been responsible 
for the recent terrorist strikes in Europe 
have been making use of the deep web 
and communicating through encrypted 
messages. Following the November 
2015 attacks in Paris, ISIS has turned 
to the Dark Net to spread news and 
propaganda in an apparent attempt to 
protect the identities of the group’s 
supporters and safeguard its con-
tent from hacktivists. The move 
comes after hundreds of web-
sites associated with ISIS were 
taken down as part of the Op-
eration Paris (OpParis) campaign 
launched by the amorphous hacker 
collective Anonymous. ISIS’s media 
outlet, Al-Hayat Media Center, posted 
links and explanations on how to get to 
their new Dark Net site on a forum as-
sociated with ISIS. The site contains an 
archive of ISIS propaganda materials, 
including its documentary-style film, 
The Flames of War.

Recently, ISIS and other jihadist 
groups have used new online applica-
tions that allow users to broadcast their 
messages to an unlimited number of 
members via encrypted mobile phone 
apps such as Telegram. Telegram is an 
application for sending text and multi-
media messages on Android, iOS, and 
Windows devices. It was founded by 

Russian entrepreneur Pavel Durov in 
2013. One of the key features of Tele-
gram is end-to-end encryption. This 
means even the creators of the app do 
not know the users’ identity, making it 
very appealing to criminals and terror-
ists. The company behind Telegram is 
so confident of its security that it twice 
offered a $300,000 reward to the first 
person who could crack its encryption. 
Thus, Telegram’s features and especially 
the deeper and more secretive forms of 
communication it offers, relate it to Dark 
Net users and contents.  
The ISIS an-

nounce-
ment on its new Dark Net website was 
also distributed on Telegram.  

Telegram has seen major success, 
both among ordinary users as well as 
terrorists. However, it was not until its 
launch of “channels” in September 
2015 that the Terrorism Research & 
Analysis Consortium (TRAC) began to 
witness a massive migration from other 
social media sites, most notably Twitter, 
to Telegram.9 On  September 26, 2015, 
just four days after Telegram rolled out 
channels, ISIS media operatives on Twit-
ter started advertising the group’s own 
channel dubbed Nashir, which translates 
to “Distributor” in English. A recent ICT 
special report on Telegram revealed, 

“Since September 2015, we have wit-
nessed a significant increase in the use 
of the Telegram software (software for 
sending encrypted instant messages) 
by the Islamic State and al-Qaeda. In 
March 2016 alone, 700 new channels 
identified with the Islamic State were 
opened”.10 When asked about it, Tele-
gram’s CEO Pavel Durov conceded that 
ISIS indeed uses Telegram to ensure the 
security of its communications, but add-
ed: “I think that privacy, ultimately, and 
our right for privacy is more important 
than our fear of bad things happening, 
like terrorism.” 11 

While many of the channels have 
Islamic State affiliations, there is an 

increasing number of channels 
from other major players in the 
global jihadi world: these include 
al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula 
(AQAP), Ansar al-Sharia in Libya 
(ASL) and Jabhat al-Nusra (JN) 

and Jaysh al-Islam, both in Syria. 
Al-Qaeda’s branch (AQAP) launched 

its own Telegram channel on 25 Sep-
tember 2015 and the Libyan Ansar 

al-Shari’ah group created its channel 
the following day. According to a TRAC 
report, membership growth for each 
discrete channel is staggering. Within 
a week’s time, one single Islamic State 
channel went from 5,000 members to 
well over 10,000.12   Thus, as an ICT re-
port concludes, “terrorist organizations 
continue to distribute defensive guide-
lines and instructions, and to expand 
their activities on the Darknet where 
they claim to be better able to protect 
the traffic and anonymity of the organi-
zations themselves, as well as their sup-
porters, from the tracking software of 
intelligence agencies and activists who 
operate against terrorist organization on 
the internet”.13  But communication is 
not the only exchange that we have to 
worry about on the Dark Net. The new 
alarming development is the use of vir-
tual currencies by terrorists. 

WHAT ARE TERRORISTS DOING 
ON THE DARK WEB?





The Dark Net is also used by terrorists as well 
as criminals for clandestine transfer of funds, us-
ing virtual currencies. This recent trend is one of 
the most alarming combinations of terrorism and 
the Dark Net capabilities. Cryptocurrency, the 
digital equivalent of cash, is often used for pay-
ments related to illegal trade, extortion or mon-
ey laundering by criminals. Terrorists too can use 
the Dark Net for fundraising, money transfers and 
illegal purchase of explosives and weapons, us-
ing virtual currencies like Bitcoin and other cryp-
to-currencies. In 2014, an article titled, “Bitcoin 
wa Sadaqat al-Jihad” which translates to “Bitcoin 
and the Charity of Violent Physical Struggle,” was 
published online.14 The article promotes the use of 
Bitcoin virtual currencies as a means of facilitating 
economic support for jihadists and circumventing 
the Western banking system, which limits dona-
tions for jihad through restrictions on the financial 
system. By using this digital currency, argues the 
Jihadi author under the pseudonym of Amreeki 
Witness, “one can prevent his ‘brothers’ who live 
outside the borders of the Caliphate from having 
to pay taxes to the infidels while simultaneously 
financing the mujahideen without exposing them 
to any legal risk.”

In January 2015, the Singapore-based cyber 
intelligence company S2T uncovered concrete ev-
idence that a terror cell, purporting to be related 
to Islamic State and operating in the Americas, is 
soliciting Bitcoin as part of its fundraising efforts.15  
The online message from the group’s fundrais-
er, a man later identified only as Abu-Mustafa, 
declared: “One cannot send a bank transfer to a 
mujahid [engaged in Jihad] or suspected mujahid 
without the kafir [infidel] governments ruling today 
immediately being aware …A proposed solution 
to this is something known as Bitcoin …To set up 
a totally anonymous donation system that could 
send millions of dollars’ worth of Bitcoin instant-
ly…right to the pockets of the mujahideen, very 
little would be done [against it]”.16   Another exam-
ple comes from Indonesia where a Jihadist group 
collected donations, both from national and inter-
national donors, through Bitcoins on the Dark Net. 
Furthermore, after acquiring a stolen identity from 
the Dark Net, the group hacked a Forex trading 
website to use the points of the member. From 
these series of cybercrimes, the terrorist group 
collected USD 600,000.17    

In June 2015, the European Union published a 
report according to which supporters of terrorism 
allegedly transfer private donations using Bitcoin. 
The report stated that, according to the head of 
U.S. Cyber Command, activities by the Islamic 

State on the Dark Net will expand the organiza-
tion’s ability to strengthen itself economically and 
to improve the efficiency of its physical opera-
tions.18 The ICT report (2018) entitled “Jihadists’ 
Use of Virtual Currency” lists several cases of 
terrorist groups using virtual currencies for fund-
raising and purchase of weapons.19 Following the 
terrorist attack at the Bataclan theatre in Paris, No-
vember 13, 2015, which claimed the lives of 89 
people, the hacker group ‘Ghost Security Group’ 
tracked the digital footprints of the perpetrators 
of the attack. The group successfully uncovered a 
number of Bitcoin addresses that seemingly be-
longed to members of the organization.20 Three 
million dollars were found in one account.  

The Telegram account, “Technical Support of 
Afaq Electronic Foundation”, a media group associ-
ated with ISIS, posted an answer to another user’s 
question concerning whether Bitcoin purchases 
are secure.21 After a short explanation about what 
Bitcoin currency is, the account offered a better al-
ternative to secure online purchasing via Zcash, an-
other virtual currency (Telegram, October 18, 2017). 

In December 2017, a Federal District Court in 
New York indicted Zoobia Shahnaz of Long Island 
for bank fraud and money laundering that alleged-
ly supported terrorism. Shanhnaz was accused of 
having defrauded several financial entities, steal-
ing and laundering over $85,000 of illegal returns 
using Bitcoin digital currency and other digital cur-
rencies. Moreover, the funds were transferred out 
of the country in order to support ISIS.

In November 2017, the Akhbar al-Muslimin 
website, which publishes news from the Islamic 
State, launched an online fundraising campaign. 
The posting included a call for donations using 
Bitcoin. A study examining this campaign found 
that clicking on the link led to a dedicated dona-
tions page on a Bitcoin trading site called Coin-
Gate.22 Under every article on this new site there 
is a link reading, “Click here to donate Bitcoins to 
the [Akhbar al-Muslimin] website – do not donate 
from zakat funds” (i.e., funds earmarked for chari-
ty, one of the Five Pillars of Islam).

In summary, sporadic evidence of terrorists’ 
use of digital currency have been documented 
since 2012 and there is no doubt that in recent 
months this trend has been growing and taking 
shape and now holds a prominent presence on-
line. The examples presented above and other 
studies reveal that that the use of virtual curren-
cies is prevalent at various levels, including the 
organization itself (the Islamic State), support 
groups and individuals.

DARK NET CURRENCIES



    Although the internet has been available to the public 
since the 1990s, the Dark Net has only emerged in recent 
years. The growing sophistication of terrorists’ use of the 
Dark Net presents a tough challenge for governments, 
counter-terrorism agencies, and security services. When 
IBM’s security division published its security threats re-
port for 2015, it highlighted the threat of cyberattacks 
coming from the Dark Net, using Tor networks.  

There is clearly an urgent need to develop new meth-
ods and measures for tracking and analyzing terrorist use 
of the Dark Net. Thus, for example, the Defense Advanced 
Research Projects Agency (DARPA) believes the answer 
can be found in MEMEX, a software that allows for bet-
ter cataloguing of Deep Web sites. MEMEX was originally 
developed for monitoring human trafficking on the Deep 
Web, but the same principles can be applied to almost any 
illicit Deep Web activity. 

In 2014, an investigation of the source code in one Na-
tional Security Agency (NSA) program called XKeyscore 
(revealed by the Edward Snowden leaks), showed that 
any user simply attempting to download Tor was auto-
matically fingerprinted, essentially enabling the NSA to 
know the identity of millions of Tor users. According to a 
report from the German media outlet Tagesschau, there 
are nine servers running Tor, including one at the Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology Computer Science and 
Artificial Intelligence Laboratory. All are under constant 
NSA surveillance. The NSA source code also revealed 
some of the behavior that users exhibit can immediate-
ly be tagged or “fingerprinted” for so-called deep pack-
et inspection, an investigation into the content of data 

packages sent across the internet, such as e-mails, Web 
searches and browsing history. 23  

Tor, the most frequently used browser for Dark Net 
users is also targeted: Tor is a high-priority target for the 
National Security Agency. The work of attacking Tor is 
executed by the NSA’s application vulnerabilities branch, 
which is part of the systems intelligence directorate, or 
SID. According to the whistleblower Edward Snowden, 
one successful technique the NSA has developed involves 
exploiting the Tor browser bundle, a collection of programs 
designed to make it easy for people to install and use the 
software. The first step of this process is finding Tor users. 
To accomplish this, the NSA relies on its vast capability 
to monitor large parts of the internet. This is done via the 
agency’s partnership with U.S. telecommunication firms. 

In February 2015, a special report entitled “The Im-
pact of the Dark Web on Internet Governance and Cyber 
Security” presented several suggestions regarding the 
Dark Net.24 The report states that “in order to formulate 
comprehensive strategies and policies for governing the 
internet, it is important to consider insights on its farthest 
reaches—the Deep Web and, more importantly, the Dark 
Web.” It also notes “While the Dark Web may lack the 
broad appeal that is available on the Surface Web, the hid-
den ecosystem is conducive for propaganda, recruitment, 
financing and planning, which relates to our original under-
standing of the Dark Web as an unregulated space.”

Despite the clear uses of the Dark Net for nefarious 
purposes, a question remains: is the Dark Net all dark or is 
the war against these illicit uses of this platform harming 
benign actors too?

COUNTERING DARK NET TERRORISM



Despite the common perception that the Dark Net is 
equivalent to the Evil Net,  it is necessary to remember that 
the Dark Net also serves journalists, civil rights advocates, 
and democracy activists—all of whom may be under 
threat of censorship or imprisonment. In November 
2017 Robert Gehl wrote about “Legitimizing the 
Dark Web: The New York Times’s Tor Hidden Ser-
vice”, highlighting the important roles of the Dark 
Net for journalists.25 Using the example of The 
New York Times‘s use of the Dark Net, Gehl ar-
gues that the common definition of Dark Net as 
“anything bad that happens on the Web” 
is misguided. Not all Dark Net users are 
bad, considering the fact that this plat-
form may be the only available and safe 
venue for “good actors” as activists and 
dissidents, journalists, whistleblowers 
and citizen debating controversial is-
sues without fear of being monitored. 
As Gehl argues, “Ultimately, the New 
York Times‘s presence on the Tor net-
work delegitimizes the argument that 
the Dark Web is pure evil”.26 Journalists 
are certainly enjoying the anonymity 
provided by the Dark Net when commu-
nicating with their sources. 

The utility of the Dark Net for more legit-
imate purposes goes back to the history of 
the network. Tor’s early adopters were not ter-
rorists or criminals, they were dissidents. One 
of them was Nima Fatemi, a 27-year-old Iranian 
who had been uploading photos on Facebook 
and Twitter to spread breaking news of the Ira-
nian government’s crackdown on dissidents. 
Under increased scrutiny, he had turned to Tor 
to continue working secretly and to help him-
self and his fellow activists stay safe. Fatemi 
was conducting private online workshops in 
Iran, teaching friends and family how to use 
the software and thus hide their online com-
munication.27 Use of the Dark Net by pro-social 
activist groups is still critical today.

Since the Tor software has been released, it 
has spread virally into several activist commu-
nities. The Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF), 
the digital-rights group promoted Tor as a power-
ful pro-democracy tool, referring to it as “surveil-
lance resistance.” By using Tor in place of another 
browser, protesters and journalists can log on to 
Twitter or surf dissident chat rooms with far less 
risk of being tracked by a government that might 
imprison them or worse. During the Arab Spring, 
Tor helped facilitate protests throughout the Middle East. 
Nasser Weddady, a 39-year-old Mauritanian-American activ-
ist, was living in the States and began promoting the un-
derground browser — becoming one of the most influential 
social-media dissidents during the uprising. “There would 

be no access to Twitter or Facebook in some of these places 
if you didn’t have Tor,” he says. “All of the sudden, you had 
all these dissidents exploding under their noses, and then 
down the road you had a revolution.”28  

Other groups that use Tor and the Dark Net tools to pro-
tect their important activities include organizations like 
Reporters Without Borders, an international non-prof-
it, non-governmental organization that promotes and 
defends freedom of information and freedom of the 

press and tracks prisoners of conscience and jailed or 
harmed journalists all over the world. They ad-

vise journalists, sources, bloggers, and dis-
sidents to use Tor to ensure their privacy 
and safety. Tor is also part of SecureDrop, 
an open-source whistleblower submission 
system that media organizations can use 
to securely accept documents from and 
communicate with anonymous sources. 
Many news organizations use Secure-
Drop, including the Associated Press, 
The Washington Post, The New York 
Times, The CBC, ProPublica, Dagbladet, 
and more. Human rights groups and 
activists also use Tor to anonymously 
report abuses from danger zones. For 
example, Human Rights Watch recom-
mends the use of Tor in their report, 
“Race to the Bottom: Corporate Com-

plicity in Chinese Internet Censorship.” 
They cover Tor in the section on how to 
breach the “Great Firewall of China,” and 

recommend that human rights workers 
throughout the globe use Tor for “secure brows-
ing and communications.”29   

Thus, before considering actions against the 
Dark Net, these pro-social, non-terrorist users and 
practices need to be considered. For example, a 
large number of mobile phone users have turned 
to encrypted messaging apps. In 2016, Telegram 
was downloaded 49.28 million times, followed by 
Wickr-Me with 3.8 million, Signal with 3.62 million, 
and other encrypted messaging combined with 0.35 
million downloads. This means a large number of 
“average citizens” are using the Dark Net, mainly 
to protect their privacy. When we look at these num-
bers, we have to ask ourselves, if our citizens value 

privacy more than they value security from terrorist 
threats? Do the costs of losing privacy, free speech 
and surveillance-free communications outweigh the 
benefits? Indeed, the number of terrorists compared 

to the vast majority of Telegram, Tor and other encrypt-
ed apps users who are benign and have no intention to com-
mit an act of terror is very low.  The alarming infiltration of 
internet-savvy terrorists to the “virtual caves” of the Dark 
Net should trigger an international search for a solution to 
combat illegal and nefarious activities, but one that should 
not impair legitimate, lawful freedom of expression.

WEB SIDE STORY: DARK NET IS NOT ALL DARK
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